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Hello, Victory!
Good bye, defeat!

VICTORY FAMILY SERVICES

Executive Summary
Victory Family Services’ strategic plan 2018-2020 was developed within the context
of its current position as a relatively new child welfare agency, the new legislative
mandates of the Continuum Care Reform, continued funding uncertainties, and its
role in Kern County as a resource for families needing support and services.

We serve
vulnerable
children and
families.

Victory Family Services is a foster family agency serving vulnerable children and families in a constantly
changing environment. The child welfare industry is moving towards a more streamlined service
delivery process, by which children will be offered stronger individualized permanency planning, with
the result of more effectively addressing childhood trauma. At the same time, both county and state
funding in some areas has been changed resulting in less resources, while the service expectations of
contracted child welfare organizations are being increased and refined—or even completely changed.
The combination of recent legislative mandates, societal changes, cultural
and ethnic demographics, and limited funding opportunities dictates that
Victory Family Services establish agency direction that calls for:
•
•
•
•
•

Diversification in offered programs and services
Long-term financial development
Strengthening and increasing the workforce with diversity and professionalism
Identifying current trends that apply to meeting the needs of children and families
Remaining informed of industry-related evidence-based practices

Victory Family Services has committed itself to move in this direction as it continues
to further develop its programs and services for the families it serves.

Victoriously,

VICTOR ANTONIO
CEO

We serve
vulnerable
children and
families.

LISA ESTES-HOOK
Board President
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Because
every child
deserves
Victory.

VICTORY FAMILY SERVICES

Mission Statement
Victory Family Services supports children and families through continuous training,
education, and development, because every child deserves Victory.

Vision
Victory Family Services strives to provide safe, secure, and nurturing homes for children
and youth who have been separated from their families. We reach for this vision
because we believe all children deserve loving families and victorious futures.

Values
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistently transparent
Honest and truthful
Never accepting of hopelessness
Striving for integrity
Universally welcoming
Always respectful

• Accepting of change
• Reliable and dependable
• Financially accountable
and fiscally sustaining
• Embracing of diversity

Organizational History & Profile
In 2012, Victory Family Services opened its doors for business. The agency started out
small, initially operating with only one social worker. After eventually hiring additional staff,
Victory Family Services moved to the 601 Niles Bakersfield, CA building in 2013.
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All children
deserve loving
families and
victorious futures.

Today, Victory Family Services continues and has expanded its original vision. Having gone
through organizational restructuring and strengthening its basis of operations, Victory Family
Services works with various child welfare agencies in its pursuit of helping and supporting
children and their families. This initial vision has grown to encompass specialized programs,
including interventions that help children better manage their behaviors and strategies that
support families in their quest for health and well-being. Foster care is changing and evolving;
new, cutting-edge practices are being introduced and human behavior is shifting, resulting in the
need for practical and sound approaches that meet the need of those who are most vulnerable.
Victory Family Services has answered this call—and will do so for many years to come.
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VICTORY FAMILY SERVICES

Programs & Services
•
•
•
•

Mentoring
Individual case management
Weekly home visits
Adoption-level family evaluations

• Weekly supervised family visitations
• Multicultural/multilingual staff
• Trauma-informed educational
opportunities

Service Population
Victory Family Services serves children and youth who have been adjudicated
as dependents of the court. We welcome the opportunity to serve those
up to the age of 21. We feel honored to serve various populations, including
commercially sexually exploited children (CSEC), non-minor dependents (AB12),
LGBTQ, probation youth, and pregnant and/or parenting teens. Funding to
serve these populations comes from the referring entities, usually county health
and human services agencies, probation departments, or regional centers.

Strategic Planning Process
MARCH

Victory Family Services’ strategic planning process began in March of 2018, when
it hired a new CEO to lead the organization. The CEO immediately began building
the foundation for the strategic plan by surveying the current roster of employees,
reviewing the program statement, and becoming aware of the organization’s history.

APRIL

Employees were surveyed in April 2018.

JUNE

Employees were interviewed in June of 2018. Board members were provided with
strategic planning information, interviewed, and held discussions on the plan itself
over the course of several months beginning June of 2018. Simultaneously, persons
served by the organization were interviewed and openly discussed their needs and
insights. Meetings were held at strategic geographic locations, whereby foster families
were invited to attend and discuss the needs and present their suggestions, relative
to the health and future of the agency. Surveys were distributed to all stakeholders
via email and website portals. After much groundwork, a draft of the strategic
plan was written and submitted to the board for additional review and input.

AUGUST The strategic plan was formally adopted by the board of directors on August 8, 2018.
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We feel
honored to
serve various
populations.
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weaknesses

OPPORTUNITIES
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SWOT

OPPORTUNITIES

STRENGTHS

• With the trend and legal mandate to reduce the population of youth in
congregate care, programs for higher level behaviors, such as Intensive Services
Foster Care, are needed, which Victory Family Services can provide
• Referral sources from other counties throughout the state extend funding
opportunities that can result in a diversification of funders
• The lack of fundraising strategies to fill in funding gaps affords financial prospects that have not yet
been tapped; additional funding sources makes possible the expansion of service opportunities
• Pursuing Request for Proposals (RFPs), grants, donations, and other funding extends
opportunities to further develop programmatic areas not yet in place
• The organization should follow up on a pending application with the State
of California and achieve licensure status as an adoption agency

• Committed staff characterized by teamwork, cohesiveness, and
cross training resulting in effective service delivery
• Strong, loyal foster parents who genuinely care for the children served
• Caring and deeply committed board members who support all
efforts to help and support children and families
• Staff who experienced drastic staffing reductions and agency revenues admit they feel much
more appreciative and gained clearer insight into the importance of the work they do
• Employees remark that transparency is evident with management towards all employees
• Strong support from the organization’s partners is evident

WEAKNESSES
• 2017 experienced a decrease in revenue by approximately
$1,000,000 because of a prolonged low census
• A decrease of approximately 50% in the number of staffers
• Training needs are greatly present amongst staff members; areas that need strengthening
include education on issues surrounding LGBTQ, CSEC, mental health, customer service,
human resources and personnel, risk management, and quality improvement
• There is a lack of policies and procedures that should be governing the organization
• Funding is primarily a single source, with occasional funding from a secondary funder
• The organization’s current database computerized software program is underutilized
because of a lack of proficiency in its use; additionally, feedback from staff indicates a
need for stronger customer service in becoming familiar with the database features
• Some current employees fill positions for which they had no previous experience;
consequently, they struggle with performing tasks that they are not proficient in doing
• A Performance Quality Improvement plan has historically been disregarded; data collection is
negligible and therefore quality improvement is not integrated in staff and managerial functions
• Employees admit that better communication between staff is needed
• Employees have expressed a need for greater efficiency throughout
the agency relative to filing and organizing documents
• The employee compensation package relative to health benefits has been
perceived as weak and not practical
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THREATS
• Victory Family Services is vulnerable to continued losses because of a low census status
• Although Victory Family Services finished 2017 with a surplus in excess of
$300,000, December ended in a $10,000 negative and the forecast for the
next few months is expected to be at similar monthly losses
• Competition from other child welfare agencies make it difficult to
recruit and attract competent and efficient employees
• Funding seems to be a constant threat in terms
of uncertainty with public revenues
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SWOT Analysis

COMPLY WITH ALL CONTINUUM
OF CARE REFORM MANDATES

Implications
HUMAN RESOURCES
Victory Family Services will develop a stable and qualified professional
workforce that actively provides and fulfills the organization’s mission.
• Victory Family Services will evaluate and identify its ability
to recruit and retain highly competent employees
• All employees will understand the organization’s mission, embrace its
values, and integrate that understanding into their daily job performance
• Victory Family Services will establish a professional staff development program that will equip each
employee with essential job skills, enhance existing skill sets, and cultivate future career opportunities
• Volunteers will be an integral part of the organization’s mission

FINANCIAL PLAN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leverage purchasing activities to participate in cash back programs and incentives
Negotiate existing and renewing contracts with more favorable terms
Sell the existing office property and eliminate catastrophic/maintenance risk
Implement paperless workflow throughout the agency
Evaluate program revenue for risks, historical patterns, and performance
Aggressively seek and pursue local Request for Proposal opportunities
Comply with recommendations of the organization’s annual audit

Goals & Objectives

DIVERSIFY THE ORGANIZATION’S
SERVICE PROGRAMS
• Acquire an adoption license from the State of California
• Institute Intensive Services Foster Care (ISFC) for children
and youth requiring stronger support and specialized care
• Develop a strong effective Transitional Age Youth (TAY) component
to support the expected increase in referrals for non-minor dependents
• Secure non-placement related funding and programs
• Become a Medi-Cal provider and establish required contracts
• Seek out substance abuse funding opportunities and initiate programing
• Develop a service program specific to the CSEC population

EXPAND SERVICES TO CLIENTS
OF KERN REGIONAL CENTER
• Secure regional center grants
• Train employees and resource parents in appropriate issues and topics that apply to this population
• Train and educate staff on core competencies relative to the autistic population

REVISE FOSTER PARENT TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
TO REFLECT MANDATED TRAINING TOPICS & TO MEET
VARIOUS SPECIFIC SERVICE POPULATIONS

SELL EXISTING OFFICE PROPERTY
& ACQUIRE A SUITABLE, FUNCTIONAL,
SAFE & FISCALLY SUSTAINABLE OFFICE
• The current office location is not ADA accessible, puts the agency
at risk for catastrophic financial loss because of the age and location
of the building structure, and necessitates high operational costs
• Program delivery is negatively impacted because of the design
and unsafe perceptions that clients have of the location
• Estimates to bring the current office building to industry standards are cost prohibited
• Selling the existing property will free up funds to lease a more functional/productive work environment
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• Convert all Certified Foster Families to Resource Family Approved status by 2019
• Acquire national accreditation status by December 2018
• Support new leadership, including a new Chief Executive Officer to lead us through
the mandated changes of CCR and Resource Family Approval (RFA)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercially sexually exploited children
AB12 (Youth Between the Ages of 18-21)
LGBTQ, transgender, non-gender specific
Refugees
Trauma-informed care and approaches
Cultural- and spiritual-specific
populations and cultural humility
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Foster care is
changing and evolving.
Victory Family Services
has answered this call.
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS SHALL BE COMPOSED OF COMPETENT,
CARING VISIONARY MINDED MEMBERS FROM THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

STRENGTHEN EMPLOYEE SUPPORT & ATTRACT
EFFECTIVE & COMPETENT APPLICANTS

• Expand the number of Board of Directors seats to reflect the diversity of our local community
• Expand the number of Board of Directors seats to leverage
greater supportive Board roles and engagement
° Formation of various committees, such as human resources,
financial, fundraising, marketing, and programming
• Further develop the Board of Directors handbook and provide orientations

•
•
•
•
•

INTRODUCE & IMPLEMENT STRONGER CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
• Purchase a new mobile and desktop computer system to replace obsolete laptops
• Acquire a new telephone system; the current system consists of one line with 2 handheld receivers
• That will allow stakeholder access to secure portals and additional information on our
website, as well as to effectively communicate and support clients and families
• Establish web-based learning for both employees and clients
• Build a professional social media presence with attractive and informative websites
• Victory Family Services will assess its current technology and respond
with action plans that will maximize service delivery

STRENGTHEN THE REPUTATION & BRAND OF VICTORY FAMILY SERVICES
Victory Family Services will review its current market position and explore
ways to strengthen its position in the community.

INCREASE FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES BY CONSIDERING:
•
•
•
•
•

Securing non-placement services
Exploration of mental health funding opportunities, such as the Mental Health Services Act
Hiring of a development officer
Creating partnerships with other community-based organizations
Bundling of services and establishing true comprehensive community services, thus
fulfilling the CCR expectation of providing continuity of services and care
• Diversify funding into multiple streams
° Corporate support and sponsorships
° Foundation grants
° Individual donors—75% of money given to nonprofits comes from individuals
° Earned income—currently 99% of Victory Family Services’ income is derived from earned income
° Annual board campaign
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Institute annual employee surveys to gauge satisfaction
Explore and review employee compensation packages for fairness and industry benchmarks
Provide staff development and build competency and loyalty
Consistently provide annual performance evaluations and monthly supervision meetings
Develop employee financial reimbursement programs for higher education,
skill acquisition, and the obtaining of credentials and licensure
• Relocate and maintain an office environment that is physically attractive and
operationally functional for the completion of duties and tasks

DEVELOP A STRONG QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN
• Obtain national accreditation
• Implement consistent and clear data collection
• Identify and develop benchmarks to measure performance in all areas,
including program, finance, development, and human resources
• Create a policies and procedures manual for all employees and board members
• Identify and integrate the most effective evidence-based practices
• Assess program results using empirically validated instruments and improve service delivery
• Market the results of program outcomes and effectiveness of Victory Family
Services programs to funders, inquirers, and stakeholders
• Establish relationships and agreements with other organizations in the child welfare
industry and thus be exposed to cutting-edge strategies, developments, and trends
° Enroll in industry trade/advocacy associations
° Participate in local consortium meetings
° Subscribe to industry-related
publications and journals
° Participate in public policy activities,
committees, task forces, and agendas
° Develop strong working relationships
with governmental agencies and
elected officials
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Any
child can
be victorious...
with a little help!

Info@VictoryFS.org
P (661) 912 - 0111 F (661) 742 - 1606
4200 Truxtun Avenue, Suite 202
Bakersfield, CA 93309
Lic. #157806097 Tax ID #46-2090563

